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Abstract: The machining of free-formed surfaces, e.g., dies or moulds, is often affected by tool
vibrations, which can affect the quality of the workpiece surface. Furthermore, in 5-axis milling, the
dynamic properties of the system consisting of the tool, spindle and machine tool can vary depending
on the tool pose. In this paper, a simulation-based methodology for optimising the tool orientation,
i.e., tilt and lead angle of simultaneous 5-axis milling processes, is presented. For this purpose, a
path finding algorithm was used to identify process configurations, that minimise tool vibrations
based on pre-calculated simulation results, which were organised using graph theory. In addition,
the acceleration behaviour of the feed drives, which limits the ability of adjusting the tool orientation
with a high adaption frequency, as well as potential collisions of the tool, tool chuck and spindle with
the workpiece were considered during the optimisation procedure.

Keywords: five-axis milling; simulation; stability

1. Introduction

The machining of free-form surfaces is used, e.g., in the manufacturing of dies and
moulds or the production of forming tools for lightweight components. These components
often have stiffening ribs which require the production of deep cavities on the forming tool.
Due to undesired, regenerative vibrations occurring during the milling process, it can be
reasonable to simulate these processes in advance [1–3]. By using simulation systems, it
is possible to identify process areas in which an undesirable dynamic behaviour occurs
or the cutting forces are excessively high. Thus, milling processes can be planned with
less experimental effort, lower costs and in shorter time. For example, a reduced surface
quality of the workpiece, collisions between tool shaft, tool chuck and workpiece as well
as an excessive wear of the milling tool and machine tool can be avoided [4]. Especially
in simultaneous 5-axis milling processes, a prior simulation-based analysis is particularly
reasonable due to the complex, constantly changing engagement situation between milling
tool and workpiece. Moreover, the common use of long, slender and compliant milling
tools makes a prior analysis of the process necessary.

In order to model the dynamic behaviour of the tool in the machining process, analyti-
cal approaches [5] or geometric physically-based process simulations are often used [1,6].
A fast calculation of the process stability for different process parameter value combina-
tions and tool engagement situations or discrete positions of the tool along the numerically
controlled (NC) path, respectively, is enabled by analytical modelling approaches [7,8].
In geometric physically-based process simulations manufacturing processes are simulated
in discrete time steps. This allows the simulation of entire milling processes with varying
engagement conditions [6]. In 5-axis milling processes which are carried out with milling
tools with spherical form elements, such as ball-end milling cutters, the process design
offers optimisation potential by choosing beneficial tool orientations, i.e., lead and tilt angle.
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This way, regenerative oscillations of the tool can be reduced or prevented by exploiting the
axis position-dependent dynamic properties of the machine tool. Analytical approaches
have already been used to investigate the engagement conditions and the cutting forces
on spherical tools as a function of the lead and tilt angle between the tool axis and the
workpiece surface normal [9–11]. Sun and Altintas derived stability limits from analytical
models for spherical cutters. Thus, the process dynamics at unstable points of an NC path
could be optimised by selecting suitable tilt and lead angles [11]. Furthermore, the tool path
in 5-axis milling was optimised based on analytic stability calculation with regard to the
engagement situation and process forces, without taking into account the pose-dependent
dynamic properties of the system [12].

In previous investigations, the influence of the axis positions on the dynamic behaviour
of machine tools with different axis configurations was determined by measuring the
Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) at defined positions in the workspace of the machine
tool [13,14]. For five-axis milling, the change of the FRFs was analysed for different poses of
the spindle and cutting tool, i.e., different positions of the individual axes of an exemplary
machine tool [15]. In order to keep the experimental effort for the parameterisation of
the dynamics model as low as possible, it is not reasonable to determine the FRF of
the machine tool experimentally for every possible position and pose in the workspace.
Therefore, linear interpolation methods [16,17] as well as a machine learning approach [17]
can be used in order to calculate FRFs at non-measured axis positions or tool poses,
respectively. For the simulation-based optimisation of milling processes, several approaches
exist which can be used to influence the manufacturing process in a positive way, e.g.,
the optimisation can be conducted by modifying an already existing NC path [4,18],
by adapting process parameters [19–21], or by generating a new optimised NC path [22] or
milling strategy [12]. A comprehensive list of constraints, resulting from the characteristics
of the process, machine tool and tool, which needs to be fulfilled for an optimisation of
the machining process was presented by Tandon et al. as well as Jha and Hornik [20,23].
Zhao et al. increased the possible feed rate by reducing the wrap angle when manufacturing
the corners of pockets in the workpiece. For this purpose, they used an arcuated path in
the corners for each rough milling operation [18]. Anotaipaiboon and Makhanov presented
an approach for the generation of a 5-axis milling NC path by using adaptive space-
filling curves in order to optimise the machining strip width [22]. By optimising the
dynamic behaviour of the milling tool in the manufacturing process, parameters like
surface quality [11,24], machining deformations [24], tool wear [25] or cutting force [26]
can be optimised at the same time.

In this paper, a method for the optimisation of the dynamic behaviour of the tool by
changing the tool orientation along an NC path is presented. For this purpose, a geometric
physically-based simulation system was used to identify tool poses leading to stable
or unstable process behaviour. This incorporated the axis position-dependent dynamic
properties by means of previously presented models [15,16]. In addition, the kinematic
properties of an exemplary machine tool were modelled in Section 2.1 and simulated
in a geometric-kinematic model and an acceleration model in Section 2.1.2, taking into
account the rotary and swivel axes as well as the machine control system. In the presented
optimisation method, described in Section 2.3, the milling process is simulated for different
tool orientations along a discretised NC path to generate a directed graph. Moreover,
the resulting stable, collision-free and reachable tool orientations along the NC path were
identified using a path-finding algorithm. The unstable tool orientations along the original
NC path are replaced by stable tool orientations identified by the optimisation algorithm,
as described in detail in Section 2.4. The results are discussed in Section 3.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the development and parameterisation of different models which are
used to simulate the limits of the milling process are presented.
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2.1. Modelling of the Kinematic Properties and Dynamic Behaviour of Machine Tools

The kinematic and dynamic behaviour of the feed drives of a machine tool limits the
ability to change the pose of the cutting tool along NC paths, especially when using high
feed rates. To analyse this limitation, both have to be modelled, as the movement of one axis
could imply movements of other axes, e.g., when moving the rotational axes to change the
tool orientation while moving on a given NC path. This means that the dynamic behaviour
when moving one axis may also be limited by other axes. For this, both the kinematic
properties and the dynamic behaviour were analysed and modelled. First, the modelling
of the kinematic properties of a 5-axis milling centre DMG Mori HSC 75 linear (DMG
Mori, Seebach, Germany) is presented in Section 2.1.1, and afterwards the acceleration and
deceleration behaviour and the respective models are shown in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1. Machine Tool Kinematics

The kinematics of the investigated machine tool DMG Mori HSC 75 linear is shown in
Figure 1. To distinguish the axis coordinates from the tool orientation B and C, the former
are indicated with an apostrophe in the following. The 5-axis milling machine DMG Mori
HSC 75 linear has a fork head with a swivelling milling spindle (B′ axis), which performs
the movements in Y′ and Z′ direction, and a rotatable workpiece table (C′ axis), which
traverses in X′ direction.

Figure 1. Machine tool kinematics of the 5-axis milling machine DMG Mori HSC 75 linear.

In NC programs, all process movements of cutting tools and workpieces, apart from
free travel movements, are commonly described in a coordinate system relative to the
workpiece, which is defined by the translatory axes X, Y and Z and spatial rotations
A, B and C. Rotational and pivoting movements, which are used, e.g., to set the tool
orientation, are indicated by these spatial angles. This allows NC programs to be executed
on machine tools with different kinematic properties. In the control system of a machine
tool, the relative coordinates are transformed into axis coordinates, which is a surjective
function for 5-axis machine tools, i.e., there is no unique inverse function. A method to
model the kinematic behaviour of the milling centre DMG Mori HSC 75 linear is described
in the following. Due to the kinematics of the machine tool, the position of the cutting
tool in relation to the workpiece influences both, the position of the B′ axis and the table,
i.e., the C′ axis. Let the workpiece coordinate system be parallel to the X′ and Y′ axes of the
machine tool, the position of the C′ axis corresponds to the angle between the transformed
and non-transformed X-axis α and the position of the B’-axis corresponds to the angle
ξ between the tilted tool axis

→
z Tool and non-tilted tool axis

→
z , which describe the tool

orientation, as shown in Figure 2. These can be determined by a transformation of the
untilted tool axis

→
z

→
z Tool = RA · RB · RC·

→
z (1)
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by the transformation matrices for rotations around the tool axes A, B and C, and RA,
RB and RC, respectively. The angle ξ between the non-tilted and tilted tool axis can be
calculated as

ξ = arccos

 →
z ◦→z Tool∣∣∣→z ∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣→z Tool

∣∣∣
. (2)

Figure 2. Description of the tool orientation in (a) 3D view and (b) top view.

The angle α or C′ axis position, respectively, can be calculated as the angle between the
tilted tool axis projected into the X−Y plane by the projection matrix P and the original
X axis:

α = arccos

 →
x ◦(P ·→z Tool)∣∣∣→x ∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣P ·→z Tool

∣∣∣
with P : (x, y, z)→ (x, y, 0). (3)

As the movement area of the B′ axis of the analysed machine tool is limited between
+10° ≤ B′ ≤ −90° and the C′ axis can reach every position between C′ = 0° and C′ = 360°,
the B′ axis and C′ axis positions can be defined as

B′ =

{
ξ for ξ ≤ 10°
−ξ else,

(4)

C′ =

{
α for ξ ≤ 10°
α + 180° else.

(5)

To change the tool orientation, a rotation around the Tool Centre Point (TCP) is
required. Due to the kinematics of the machine tool, this requires synchronous movements
of the rotary and tilting axes B′ and C′ and the linear axes. Thus, the positions of the rotary
and tilting axes B′ and C′ influence the position of the X′ axis. The positions of the Y′ and
Z′ axis are influenced by the B′ axis position and the position of the machine table, C′,

respectively. The B′ axis position results in the influences on the axis position
→
p B′

→
p B′=

 cos B′ 0 sin B′

0 1 0
−sin B′ 0 cos B′

· →t , (6)
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where
→
t represents the vector from the TCP to the rotational tool axis in the unrotated

coordinate system. Let
→

wp be a vector from the centre of the machine tool table to the NC
position, the table rotation C′ requires a shift of the linear axes positions:

→
p C′=

 cos C′ sin C′ 0
−sin C′ cos C′ 0

0 0 1

· →wp . (7)

However, the coordinates of the linear axes
→
p Axes can be calculated from the workpiece

coordinates
→
p WP and the shift between the workpiece coordinate system and the machine

coordinate system
→
m

→
p Axes =

→
p WP +

→
p B′ +

→
p C′ +

→
m . (8)

For the determination of the geometric properties of the machine tool, different
poses in the working space were approached by defined workpiece coordinates, while the
resulting axis coordinates were stored. For this, two cutting tools with different tool lengths
lt were used to incorporate the tool length in the models. By solving the overdetermined

system of equations obtained by inserting the values into Equation (8),
→
t was found to be

→
t =

 0
0

160.115 mm + lt

, (9)

where lt is the length of the milling cutter mounted in the tool chuck and 160.115 mm is
the machine specific distance between the planar support face of the clamping system and
the centre of rotation of the B axis.

2.1.2. Dynamic Properties of the Axis Drives

For modelling the dynamic behaviour of the different axis drives of the machine tool,
the acceleration of the linear, swivel and rotation axes X′, Y′, Z′, B′ and C′ were individu-
ally investigated based on measurements. For this purpose, the acceleration of each axis
was measured and analysed using the machine integrated position measuring system
while accelerating to different feed speeds v f and decelerating to standstill, respectively.
In addition, circular arcs were traversed at varying speeds in different planes to investigate
the acceleration behaviour when multiple axes were moved simultaneously. A measure-
ment frequency of fmeas = 333.3 Hz was used, which corresponded to the maximum
measurement frequency of the data recording system integrated in the control system of
the machine tool. As representatively shown for the C′ axis of the DMG Mori HSC 75 linear
and a feed velocity v f = 3600 °/min (Figure 3), the acceleration showed comparable shapes
and amplitudes for acceleration and deceleration phases. In all measurements, a linear
increase and decrease of the acceleration was found, which indicates an acceleration with a
constant jerk. The mean value of the jerk was determined from each experiment depending
on the difference between start and target feed rate, as presented in Figure 4 and Table 1.

Figure 3. (a) Positioning from C′ = 0° to C′ = −45° with ∆v f = 3600 °/min and (b) linear increase of
the acceleration due to a constant jerk.
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Figure 4. Mean jerk values measured while accelerating from standstill in dependence of the target
feed rate for the machining centre DMG Mori HSC 75 linear.

Table 1. Maximum jerk values measured for the axis drives.

Axis Jerk

B′ 10.65 °/s3

C′ 12.98 °/s3

X′
14.72 m/s3 for v f ,X′ ≤ 10 m/min
34.70 m/s3 for v f ,X′ ≥ 15 m/min

Y′
14.77 m/s3 for v f ,Y′ ≤ 10 m/min
34.72 m/s3 for v f ,Y′ ≥ 15 m/min

Z′
14.58 m/s3 for v f ,Z′ ≤ 10 m/min
34.56 m/s3 for v f ,Z′ ≥ 15 m/min

Another, simplified way to model the acceleration behaviour is the calculation with a
constant acceleration value, which was determined as a function of the difference of the
traverse speeds (Figure 5). To accelerate the calculation, regression models were used for
modelling the acceleration of the DMG Mori HSC 75 linear, where ∆v f is given in mm/min
and °/min and am,i is calculated in mm2/min and °2/min, respectively:

am,i = u · ∆v2
f + v · ∆v f + w, (10)

with the parameter values of the regression models given in Table 2. The coefficient of
determination was R2 ≥ 0.99 for all given regression models. In the simulations used in
this research work, the model with constant acceleration was used. The acceleration model
was used to calculate if the desired feed rate could be achieved. Thus, the error caused by
considering the acceleration as linear could be neglected.

Table 2. Parameter values of the acceleration model.

Axis u in /mm v in /min w in mm2/min for v f in mm2/min

0.0 715.81 106,400 0 ≤ ∆v f < 1000
X’ −0.017 389.7 52,656 1000 ≤ ∆v f ≤ 10,000

−0.0004322 146.01 648,874 10,000 < ∆v f
0.0 705.5 147,161 0 ≤ ∆v f < 1000

Y’ −0.013 358.5 407,903 1000 ≤ ∆v f ≤ 10,000
−0.0002739 106.3 3,670,052 10,000 < ∆v f

0.0 701.08 139,196 0 ≤ ∆v f < 1000
Z’ −0.013 357.2 471,482 1000 ≤ ∆v f ≤ 10,000

−0.0002739 194.3 3,901,536 10,000 < ∆v f

As presented in [27] for the linear drives of the milling centre DMG Mori HSC 75 linear,
this simplification allows to calculate the achievable traverse speeds on an NC path in
two steps. First, the NC path is parsed forward to calculate the axis positions and the
acceleration and deceleration values of the linear drives as well as the duration for the
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movements of the rotary drives for each NC step. Second, the maximum achievable feed
velocity for each NC step and, thus, the feed velocity along the NC path is calculated.

Figure 5. Modelling of the acceleration by the measured mean acceleration a as a function of the
feed rate difference between the current and former NC step for the machine tool DMG Mori HSC
75 linear.

2.2. Geometric Physically-Based Process Simulation

Geometric physically-based cutting process simulations (GPS) [1] can be used to
calculate process forces, generated workpiece surfaces [28] or tool [29] and workpiece
vibrations [30]. In discrete time steps, a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [31] model is
applied to determine the uncut chip shape for each tooth feed by intersecting geometric
models of cutting tool and workpiece. The tool model is extended by a ray-based model in
order to realise a refined discrete-time calculation of the uncut chip thickness [29]. Based
on the uncut chip thickness, the process forces are derived using an empirical force model
based on the work in [32]. The dynamic properties of the tool are represented by a
compliance model based on harmonic, uncoupled oscillators. The dynamic properties of
the TCP are determined by calibrating the compliance model based on measured frequency
response functions. This way, the interaction of process force and deflection and, thus,
also the regenerative effect can be modelled. The pose-dependent dynamic behaviour of
the system consisting of machine tool, spindle and milling tool was modelled by a linear
interpolation of the oscillator parameter values (OPV) between 48 measurement poses
for each time step based on the current position of the machine tool axes, as described
in [16]. Based on the computed deflections between the milling tool and the workpiece,
the workpiece shape is calculated by CSG modelling, while the generated surface location
errors are visualised by using a multi-dexel board [33].

2.3. Approach for the Tool Orientation Dependent Optimisation of the Process Stability in 5-Axis
Milling Processes

The general procedure for the pose-dependent process optimisation is shown in
Figure 6.

It was carried out on the basis of a geometric model of the raw or preprocessed work-
piece and an NC program with an NC path, i.e., generated by CAM, used for machining
the workpiece. For the simulation of the milling process and for the collision avoidance,
a geometric model of the pre-machined workpiece was utilised in the GPS in form of a
triangle mesh, i.e., STL file. In order to optimise the process stability of 5-axis milling
processes by changing the tool orientation, i.e., tilt and lead angle, three criteria must be
verified for each position along the NC path. These were the collision avoidance, the reach-
ability of the desired position depending on the acceleration behaviour of the machine tool
and the presence of a dynamically stable state. In the GPS, a cutting force model according
to Kienzle as well as a pose-dependent compliance model, described in [15], were used
in order to determine positions of the axes of the spindle (B’,Y’,Z’), leading to stable and
unstable processes along the NC path. The stability at a certain point of the NC path was
the main criterion of the optimisation process in order to identify suitable tool orientations.
Based on the Poincaré diameter (PD), which is an output variable of the GPS, the stability
was evaluated. The PD describes the diameter of the path traced by a fixed point on a tool
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cutting edge during a complete tool rotation [34]. It was calculated for each simulation step
based on the pose dependent compliance model. In case the PD exceeds 0.1 · fz, the stability
criterion was exceeded and the process was declared unstable at this point. This stability
criterion which was defined based on past experience well represents the sudden increase
of the vibration amplitude caused by the occurrence of chatter vibrations. The application
of other methods for analysing tool vibrations or determining process stability would also
be possible in the presented optimisation method, for example, the methods shown in [35].

NC Program

Optimised NC Program

Process Simulation

Tool Orientation Optimisation

L    X−46.0381    Y−46.3439    Z+0.5958    B−12    C48
L    X−45.6656    Y−45.9685    Z+0.2534    B−8      C59
L    X−43.9978    Y−44.2883    Z+0.0349    B−18    C55

L    X−46.0381   Y−46.3439    Z+0.5958    B−25    C30
L    X−45.6656   Y−45.9685    Z+0.2534    B−32    C50
L    X−43.9978   Y−44.2883    Z+0.0349    B−40    C90

Collision 
observation

Compliance 
model

Tool 
geometry

Workpiece
geometry

Acceleration 
behaviour

amax,x
amax,yamax,z

vs ve

v0,−4,0

v0,−8,0

v0,−12,0 v1,−12,0

v1,−8,0

v1,−4,0 vn,−4,0

vn,−8,0

vn,−12,0

stable

reachable

collision free

weighted edge

shortest path

...

...

...

...

start and end node

Figure 6. Approach for process stability optimisation using tilt angle-dependent compliance models.

Moreover, collision data and the acceleration of the machine tool axes were simulated
by using the GPS as well.

The collision monitoring was implemented as a model in the GPS similar to the work
in [4]. A CSG cylinder with a diameter corresponding to the inserted tool was utilised in
order to detect potential collisions of the tool shaft and the workpiece. As the workpiece
and the tool intersect due to the engagement situation up to the depth of cut ap, the cylinder
which determines unintentional collisions must be displaced along the tool axis in the
direction of the spindle

→
z Tool by an offset corresponding to the tool radius. Thus, contacts

between the workpiece and the spherical part of the milling tool were not considered
as collisions. In order to detect and prevent collisions between the tool chuck and the
workpiece, additional cylinders with the diameter corresponding to the diameter of the tool
chuck and an offset corresponding to the tool length were used. Subsequently, the cylinders
were tilted along the B and C axis in the GPS and the collision was checked by testing,
if any workpiece point was inside the cylinder. When the cylinder was in contact with the
workpiece, the maximum angle was registered and a collision cone was created from the
collision-free angular positions, as shown in Figure 7.
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Tool

Tool holder

Collision cone

Workpiece

Workpiece

a) b)

x

yz

Figure 7. Principle of the collision avoidance between workpiece, toolholder and tool, cf. [4], showing
(a) the calculated collison cone, with collision-free rotations. In (b) the tilted cylinders within the
simulation are shown, marking the maximal collision-free angles.

The reachability of a potential stable and collision-free point of the NC path was evalu-
ated on the basis of the acceleration model of the machine tool, described in
Section 2.1.2. The data determined by the GPS were collected in a SQLite database. The opti-
miser algorithm used the database in order to identify whether the three criteria reachability,
collision avoidance and process stability were fulfilled.

2.4. Optimisation Method

Predominantly, the purpose of the optimisation was to minimise the PD over the
considered optimisation interval. Therefore, two approaches were considered: First, an av-
erage PD over the interval can be minimised. Second, the maximum value of the PD
occurring in the interval should be minimised. An overview of the optimisation method is
shown in Figure 8 and is described in detail in this section.

Run simulation to
generate collision data

Run simulations for 
each B- and C- position

Data generation Graph generation Output generation

Write optimised
NC-path

Split NC-path 
in intervals

Read collision data 
for intervals

Create nodes and 
fill with simulation data

Create graph 

Find shortest path

Figure 8. Principle of the optimisation method.

To collect the required data for the optimisation method, a simulation was conducted
for each combination of the angle of the B and C axis which was represented by each
column in the resulting diagram (Figure 9). The used range of the angle of the C axis was
determined as 0° and 360° in order to allow full rotations.

Due to the axes configuration of the machine tool DMG Mori HSC 75 linear and the
geometry of the workpiece, the probability of a collision in the workspace increased for
B < −70°. Therefore, an interval between −70° and 0° was considered for the B rotation.
Additionally, by limiting the considered interval of the B rotation, the amount of total
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combinations of poses was reduced as well. The stepsize within the angle intervals needed
to fulfil two criteria. First, the stepsize must be high enough in order to reduce the number
of necessary simulations, and second, low enough, to be reachable from the corresponding
previous NC position. Thus, a stepsize of 4° was utilised for the B and C rotation, resulting
in a minimal angle of B = −68° and 1620 necessary simulations. Subsequently, the collision-
free tool orientations for each NC step were calculated in an additional geometric kinematic
process simulation.

stable

reachable

collision free

vs ve

v0,0,0

v0,−4,0

v0,−8,0

v0,−12,0

v0,−68,356 v1,−68,356

v1,−12,0

v1,−8,0

v1,−4,0 vn,−4,0

vn,−8,0

vn,−12,0

vn,−68,356

v1,0,0 vn,0,0

I0 I1 In

weighted edge

shortest path

start and 
end node

Figure 9. Resulting tool orientation from the optimisation for each point of the NC path.

The NC path was split into intervals which were determined by their length as
well as the direction of the motion. Therefore, a minimal, Li,min, and maximal interval
length, Li,max, were used as optimisation parameters. If the direction of motion was
changed in the determined interval between the min and max length, a new interval
was started. In case the feed rate exceeded a certain value v f ,split which indicated rapid
feed movements, i.e., free travel movements, an interval was only created if the direction
of motion changed as well. This was to prevent unnecessary calculation steps being
performed for, e.g., travelling paths at maximum speed without tool engagement.

Using the determined intervals and the data from the simulations, a directed graph G
was generated, as shown in Figure 9. For each tool orientation and interval, one node vi,B,C
indexed with the interval index i and the tool orientation B and C was inserted, as well as
a start and target node vs, vt, resulting in

|V| = nangles · nint + 2 (11)

nodes V, with the number of tool orientations nangles and intervals nint. Each node was
filled with various data entries from the simulation output databases, containing the
average and the maximum PD, the positions of the machine axes B′ and C′ and the tool
orientation B and C, the interval index and an entry of the collision monitoring.

Edges were added from the start node to collision-free nodes in the first interval and
from the collision-free nodes in the last interval to the target node. Other edges were only
inserted for nodes in interval i to nodes in the next interval, i + 1, by the following rule set:

• node vi,B,C was collision-free and stable;
• node vi+1,B,C was collision-free, stable and reachable; and
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• nodes in interval i + 1, which were in between the B and C rotation of the two nodes,
were collision-free, stable and reachable.
This prevented collisions and instability for each designated configuration of the B′

and C′ axis and also during the rotation process between the configurations. The reacha-
bility was checked using the acceleration models presented in Section 2.1.2. All inserted
edges were weighted by

we =


PDv0,B,C for e = {vs, v0,B,C}

PDvi+1,B,C +
Bi+1

∑
B=Bi

Ci+1

∑
C=Ci

PDvi+1,B,C · w f for e = {vi,B,C, vi+1,B,C}, 1 ≤ i ≤ nint − 1

1 for e = {vnint ,B,C, vt}

(12)

using the average or maximum PD and a weight factor w f , with −68° ≤ B ≤ 0° and
0° ≤ C ≤ 356°. The inserted edges between the start node, vs, and nodes in the first
interval, v0,B,C, were weighted by the PD of the target node of the edge. The weight of
edges leading from one interval, i, to the next interval, i + 1, were calculated by the PD
of the target node of the edge, PDvi+1,B,C , and the sum of all PDs of nodes, whose B- and
C-position was between the node in interval i and i + 1. The weight factor, w f , was applied
to penalise tool rotations of greater angles. Edges from nodes in the last interval, nint, to the
target node, vt, were weighted by 1, because for this edge no distinction had to be made,
as it did not matter which edge was used to reach the target node.

Within the constructed directed graph, a shortest path from the start node vs to
the target node vt was searched with the Dijkstra path finding algorithm for directed
graphs [36], resulting in a path along stable, collision-free and reachable nodes as shown
in Figure 9. Afterwards, an optimised NC path could be generated using the data of the
nodes along the shortest path and the related intervals.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results from the GPS and the optimisation algorithm as well as an
experimental validation are presented.

3.1. Simulation and Optimisation Results

An NC path for machining a free-formed workpiece was used for the validation of
the optimisation algorithm. The GPS was applied to simulate the process for the selected
tool orientations with the parameters presented in Table 3. The workpiece model and the
investigated NC path is shown in Figure 10.
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NC path
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a) b)
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yz
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Figure 10. Analysed NC path for optimisation: (a) in X- and Z-coordinates and (b) in the GPS,
showing the prepared workpiece model.
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Table 3. Parameter values of the milling process.

Parameter Value

Strategy Down milling
Tool diameter d = 10 mm
Depth of cut ap = 0.3 mm
Width of cut ae = 0.0–0.2 mm
Spindle speed n = 2196 min−1

Feed per tooth fz = 0.085 mm

The resulting PD plot for each simulated tool orientation shows various peaks at
different positions along the investigated NC path, as shown in Figure 11a). Considering
the stability limit of 0.1 · fz (cf. Section 2.3), four areas with instabilities could be determined,
in which several angle combinations resulted in an unstable process. Exemplary PD plots
of processes with constant tool orientation are shown in Figure 11b). As indicated in
the figure, no fixed tool orientation existed, which resulted in good PD values along the
complete path, as the best overall PD plots still showed peaks, especially in the middle of
the NC path, even if the stability limit was not exceeded.
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Figure 11. (a) PD plots for all analysed tool orientations and two optimised paths. (b) Mean PD
plots of exemplary processes with constant tool orientations and the two processes with optimised
tool orientations.

Two exemplary optimised paths, OP1 and OP2, generated with the presented opti-
misation method and the parameters shown in Table 4 were also simulated with the GPS.
The resulting PD plots are presented in Figure 11. In Figure 11a, the comparison between
all analysed tool orientations and the optimisation results shows that the PD values from
the optimised NC paths were constantly lower than the stability limit. A further peak
reduction and re-movement of the optimised paths can be observed in Figure 11b), leading
to one remaining peak in the NC path centre. This indicates that the presented optimi-
sation method can effectively reduce the resulting PD to stay below the stability limit
of 0.1 · fz and furthermore select suitable tool orientations for minimal tool deflection.
A positive impact of the optimised tool orientation along the NC path on the resulting
PD from the simulation could be determined. However, the remaining peak in the PD
plot can be an indication of an unbeneficial engagement situation. By reducing the angle
step value, an even better tool orientation could be found. On the other hand, this could
be neglected for the presented process, as it was still stable. For other NC paths, setting
smaller angle steps for the tool orientation can be necessary, which leads to a quadratic
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increase of the needed simulation runs. Instead of using smaller angle steps, a combination
with other path optimisation methods, e.g., for adapting the cutting width and depth based
on simulated process forces and tool oscillations [12], could improve the process stability.

The calculated process forces presented in frequency domain in Figure 12 showed a
decrease of the forces in the low frequency range with increasing tilt angle B. In the area
near the eigenfrequencies, f = 1.4–1.55 kHz, small force amplitudes around the harmonics
of the tooth engagement frequency were observed, which could indicate a modulation of
the uncut chip thickness and, thus, small oscillations. This effect is small, as the FFT was
conducted over the whole process time. In the optimised processes, these amplitudes were
lower, indicating lower oscillations between tool and workpiece. This corresponds to the
lower calculated PDs.

Table 4. Optimisation parameters.

Parameter Values

Stability criterion avg., max.
Stability limit 0.0085 mm
Weight factor w f 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5

Min. interval length Li,min in mm 5 5 2 2 2 1 1
Max. interval length Li,max in mm 15 10 8 5 6 5 4
No. of intervals nint 18 19 37 38 38 62 63

Min. interval length Li,min in mm 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2
Max. interval length Li,max in mm 3 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.5
No. of intervals nint 65 73 76 80 85 85

Optimised Path Stability criterion Stability limit w f Li,min Li,max

“OP1” avg. 0.0085 mm 0.1 2 mm 5 mm
“OP2” max. 0.0085 mm 0.01 0.5 mm 2 mm

Figure 12. Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the simulated process forces over the whole process
for (a,c) fixed B and C orientation and (b,d) two optimised paths.

To investigate the influence of the parameters on the optimisation process, the op-
timiser was run with various parameter sets, shown in Table 4. All interval length and
weight factor combinations were run for each stability criterion, resulting in 182 optimised
paths, which were afterwards simulated with the GPS. The computing time for one optimi-
sation process, excluding the required simulation runs, was approximately 50 min on an
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AMD Ryzen 5800X processor with 32 GB of RAM. Nevertheless, the computing time for the
graph generation and shortest path search varies, due to changing stability, reachability and
interval lengths, leading to different amounts of intervals, nodes and edges. The method
for the detection of intervals, described in Section 2.4, in some cases resulted in an equal
number of intervals for different minimal and maximal interval length along the NC path
(Table 4). However, even with the same number of intervals, the allocation on the NC
path can be different and result in various axis angle combinations. Figure 13 shows the
correlation of the weight factor, the number of intervals and the resulting mean PD value
over the complete NC path for both stability criteria methods. Obviously, the mean PD
value tends to decrease slightly with increasing number of intervals. A stronger effect
could be identified for the decreasing weight factor, which results in lower PD values. Thus,
the lowest PD values could be achieved with high interval numbers and a low weight
factor. Due to the modelled pose-dependent dynamics in the simulation, the tool deflection
and the PD values changed, even with fixed tool orientations. The higher interval numbers
and smaller weight factors enable the optimiser to change the angles more frequently and
reduce the PD values as shown in Figure 13. Therefore, a fine-stepped adjustment of the
axis angles, as seen in Figure 14 for the two optimised NC paths OP1 and OP2, can have
a positive impact on the process stability. On the other hand, fine-stepped changes of
the tool orientation could reduce the processing and execution speed on machine tools or
even cause surface location errors due to jerky movements. The weight factor, w f , was set
experimentally for the investigated machining centre and needs to be set different for other
machines, due to different dynamics and kinematics.
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Figure 13. Resulting simulated mean Poincaré diameter of optimised NC paths with various parame-
ters using (a) the average PD and (b) the max PD as stability criteria.
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Figure 14. Angle of (a) B and (b) C axis adjustment along the optimised NC paths OP1 and OP2.

The selection of a stabilisation criterion by reducing the average or maximal PD
inside one interval had minor influences on the optimisation results, as presented in
Figure 13. Both methods tend to prefer a frequent adaption of the position of the B′ and
C′ axis, but neither of them could be identified as the superior stability criterion for the
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investigated process. The previous mentioned and for stable processes preferred shorter
interval length, also reduced the difference between the maximal and average PD values
within each interval and therefore the influence of the stability criterion.

3.2. Validation Experiments

Validation experiments were conducted on the 5-axis machining centre DMG Mori
HSC 75 linear for the two processes OP1 and OP2 optimised by average and maximal PD
criterion, respectively, as well as reference processes with different constant tool orientations
(Figure 15). During the milling experiments, the acoustic emissions and process forces
were measured using a Tascam DR-40 audio recorder and a dynamometer Kistler type
9255B, on which the workpiece was mounted using a tailored chuck. The processes were
conducted with a constant spindle speed n = 2196/min and a feed per tooth fz = 0.085 mm.
During long rotational movements of the B′ and C′ axes, the feed velocity was automatically
reduced by the control system of the machine tool to comply with the specified path
tolerance and to achieve a better surface quality. As a result, the duration of the optimised
processes was slightly extended.

Figure 15. Workpiece used in the validation experiments.

The process forces (Figure 16) measured in three Cartesian directions were filtered
using a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of fc = 2 kHz in a charge amplifier Kistler
5070A and recorded with a measurement frequency of fmeas = 25.6 kHz. The process forces
of the whole process were summed up to calculate the total force

Fges =
√

F2
x + F2

y + F2
z (13)

and transformed to the frequency domain by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) with a rect-
angular window function calculating RMS values. Due to the measurement characteristics
of the dynamometer especially at higher frequencies, the absolute force values cannot be
guaranteed to be accurate. For this reason and others, e.g., due to the parameterisation of
the underlying process force model and process damping effects not represented in the sim-
ulation, deviations between measured and simulated process forces could have occurred.
As all measurements were conducted in the same setup, they can still be compared with
each other.

For the processes with low constant tilt angle B = −4°, the highest forces were mea-
sured as a result of the comparatively low effective cutting speed. For the optimised
processes, the process forces at frequencies f ≤ 160 Hz were comparable to the forces
measured at B = −56°. For higher frequencies, they were lower compared to the processes
with constant tool orientation. Overall, the measured process forces showed the same
behaviour as the simulated forces (cf. Figure 12). Only the DC component deviated from
the simulated forces by a factor of about three. The presence of slightly increased force am-
plitudes at the harmonics of the tooth engagement frequency fz near the eigenfrequencies
of the milling tool in the area f =1.4–1.55 kHz which occurred in the process with constant
tool orientation B = −56° indicated slight oscillations. In the optimised processes OP1
and OP2, the measured forces in this frequency range were lower. This effect was very
small because the FFT was carried out over the entire process duration, so that a short-term
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occurrence of oscillations only caused a small increase in the corresponding amplitudes.
However, the low level of this effect does not indicate whether it is relevant in practice.

Figure 16. RMS values of the process forces measured in the validation experiments for (a,c) fixed B
and C orientation and (b,d) two optimised paths.

The acoustic emissions (Figure 17) measured with rotating spindle showed increased
signal amplitudes at the frequency f = 1355 Hz which were generated without any tool
engagement. Thus, this frequency cannot be used to determine the process stability or
chatter, respectively. The processes with constant tool orientation showed increased signal
amplitudes at the harmonics of the tooth engagement frequency in the area near the
eigenfrequencies of the tool–machine system around f ≈ 1400 Hz and f ≈ 1530 Hz over
the whole processes. Especially for the processes with low tilt angle B, the amplitudes
were significantly higher than those at the tooth engagement frequency, indicating chatter
vibrations with low amplitudes. In the concave areas of the workpiece surface, e.g., at
the beginning of the NC path, these increased amplitudes were most distinctive due to
the higher wrap angle. In contrast, for the optimised processes, increased amplitudes of
the acoustic emissions were only observed in some areas of the workpiece. Especially in
the concave areas of the workpiece, in which the simulation predicted the highest PDs,
i.e., (cf. Figure 13), the acoustic emissions were lower compared to the processes with
constant tool orientation. The measurements therefore indicate an improvement of the
process with regard to the occurrence of vibrations. This is opposed to an increase of the
process time, which could be countered with an increase of the depth of cut or the feed rate.
Comparing both optimisation strategies, the process OP2, which was optimised based on
the maximal PD, showed lower process forces and acoustic emissions. This optimisation
criterion could, therefore, be evaluated as more suitable for the presented application.
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Figure 17. Acoustic emissions measured in the validation experiments.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a method for optimising process stability by taking advantage of the
axis position-dependent dynamic behaviour of machine tools and the flexible usability of
spherical milling tools in a simultaneous 5-axis milling process was presented. The main
criterion of the process stability for discrete positions along the NC path, as well as the two
constraints of the reachability of the desired axis position and the collision-free swivelling
into the corresponding position, were taken into account. An experimentable digital twin of
an exemplary machining centre consisting of an axis position-dependent compliance model
based on empirical data and kinematic and dynamic models was integrated in a geometric
physically-based process simulation system. Simulation-based process optimisation was
carried out by the presented optimisation method. To find tool orientations along an NC
path suitable to achieve a stable milling process, processes were simulated with different
combinations of machine axis angles. The PD was used as a stability criterion. By separating
the NC path into intervals defined by their length and changes of the feed direction, nodes
for a directed graph could be generated. In this, a path could be searched which led to
a stable process by evaluating the maximum or average PD. To ensure the reachability
of the identified stable positions of the rotational axes, an empirical acceleration model
in combination with a kinematic model was used for the simulation process. By using a
penalty function for both axis rotations and the PD, axis rotations could be constrained
while a stable process could be achieved.

A simulation-based study of the interval length and weighting parameters resulted in
lower PDs with shorter interval length and lower penalisation of axis rotations. On the
other hand, higher calculation times were needed due to a refinement of the angle steps
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required for optimisation with shorter interval length. The optimisation of an exemplary
process resulted in a significant reduction of the PD along the entire NC path.

Validation experiments conducted for the optimised processes showed a reduction of
the process forces in the range of the eigenfrequencies of the system in most areas of the
NC path, corresponding to the simulation results. Measurements of the acoustic emissions
also showed lower amplitudes, i.e., oscillations, in these frequencies. Thus, it could be
shown that the presented optimisation algorithm can lead to an improvement of 5-axis
milling processes. In the future, further improvements could be achieved by incorporating
additional process parameters, such as the feed rate, into the optimisation. On the other
hand, this would also increase the computational effort and memory requirements.

Although the presented simulation-based optimisation led to good results, its applica-
bility is limited by the complex empirically-based model parameterisation. The calibration
of the used pose-dependent compliance model and process force model for spherical
milling tools implies a high experimental effort. As the process force calculation and
simulation of the tool deflections using a compliance model directly influence each other,
a new method for the model calibration should be developed. Combined measurements
of process forces and deflections of the tool in milling processes could be performed to
facilitate the model parameterisation and further improve the simulation results.
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